Consejería de Educación y Deporte

INFORMATION SHEET FOR LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS

SCHOOL DATA

-I.E.S Martin García Ramos
- Ctra. de la Estación, 8. Albox (04800). Almería. España.
- 950 430 084/671569693
- https://goo.gl/maps/GsACM2BBQzwmW71V7

Contact of the reference person(s)

- Manager: direccionmartingarciaramos@gmail.com
- Bilingual coordinator: abelaguera@gmail.com

Education level

- Middle/High School.
- The majority of students are eleven to eighteen. Human
Resources has students from a wide range of ages.

Collaboration subjects/modules of Physical Education, Math, History, Music, Human Resources
and Technology.
the Language Assistant
Information about the town and/or - https://youtu.be/AtcYZFE2iEo
neighborhood
-Albox is a charming town of approximately 12.000 people. It is
located in Almería province, home to Europe’s only desert.
- Albox offers a variety of amenities. There is a library, public
pool with a sports complex, and numerous cafes and restaurants.
I recommend taking up the invitation to go for lunch with the
teachers. Also, there are free Spanish classes offered at Centro
de Educación Permanente “Blas Infante”.
Albox is relatively close to the coast, where you can find many
beautiful beaches and hikes, such as Cabo de Gata.
Getting to school

Albox is a small village. If you live in the village, you will be
able to walk everywhere easily.
In terms of travel:
- Public transport schedules:https://www.alsa.es

Public transit from Albox is very limited, but it is possible to
take a taxi from Albox to the nearby town of Huércal-Overa,
where there are many bus options through “Alsa”. Additionally,
Blablacar (a ride-sharing service) is a low cost and often
convenient way of traveling.
Accommodation
- Where to live in town?

- You can try “Idealista”, but word of mouth is definitely the
best way to find housing.

- Possibility of sharing a flat with - Ask the bilingual coordinator.
teachers?
Contact with
Assistants

other

Language Emily (Previous Language Assistant) Whatsapp: +1 (250) 5809191
Auxiliar
de
conversación
en
Andalucía:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AuxiesAndalucia/
Auxiliar de conversación en Almería Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/265566243834542/

Previous Experiences with Language
http://alinguistico.blogspot.com/2021/05/despedida-de-nuestroAssistants
auxiliar-alex.html
https://chmntr.com/life-as-an-auxiliar-de-conversacion-part-1/
https://sites.google.com/iesvalledelazahar.com/bilingual/ourlanguage-assistants?authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEuAiJcQKzI

